
Manufacturing: Availability of 
using/applying overhead and 
additional costs to a Manufacturing 
Process Confirmation

Summary
Let's help you understand the availability of, and using/applying overhead and additional costs to a Manufacturing 
Process in Sage 200 Evolution.

Description
This article discusses/confirms the availability of using/applying overhead costs and additional transactional costs to a 
Manufacturing Process Confirmation.

Resolution
Please note that it's not possible to add additional costs to a Manufacturing Process within the Manufacturing or BOM 
module. 

However, the Manufacturing module can be used in conjunction with the Job Costing module in which any number of 
overhead and additional costs can be added to your manufacturing activities. 

That is because the Job Costing module has a feature called Make Inventory Item. 

 

Therefore, consider the following procedure: 

1. The manufactured master item as produced in the Manufacturing module is selected as a transaction line within a 
new Job Costing job card.

2. In addition, the relevant overhead and additional costs are also captured on separate transaction lines.

3. After all transaction lines have been added only (not invoiced and only added to Work in Progress), click the Save, 
Process & Close button on the top of the opened Job Card screen.



4. You can now click the Make Inventory Item button on the top of the Job Card grid screen. This initiates the Job 
Costing’s own manufacturing procedure. 

5. Finally, select the Inventory Item to be manufactured and complete the rest of the relevant fields. When done, click 
the OK button below. Doing this removes the Job Card’s transaction lines out of WIP and archives the job card as a 
whole.
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